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“Not Long 2 Go” Launches New Novelty Christmas Song “It’s a Climate 
Change Christmas at the North Pole” 

 

BULLHEAD CITY, AZ December 2nd, 2016 “Not Long 2 Go” (Singers / Songwriters Chris and 
Susie) are pleased to announce the launch of their new novelty Christmas Song “It’s a Climate 
Change Christmas at the North Pole”.  While the controversial battle over global warming still 
continues worldwide, they found that one of the many ways to focus on that subject matter 
would be through their new novelty Christmas song in the hope of spreading a little more 
awareness with a little bit of humor.  Play it now on YouTube at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IPmsdGvAl0. 

Anyone can listen and sing along with the streaming lyrics of “It’s a Climate Change Christmas 
at the North Pole” on YouTube.  The song is available for purchase and downloading in most all 
music stores as well as their website http://www.notlong2go.com.   This new novelty Christmas 
song has been produced and formatted in several karaoke versions that can be obtained from 
their website so singers and KJ’s can perform the song at their home or venues during the 
holidays.  

Chris and Susie are a pop and country singing duo professionally known “Earthbound”.   They 

have entertained thousands upon thousands of guests and travelers at Don Laughlin’s Riverside 

Resort Hotel and Casino near Las Vegas, Nevada for over 21 years.   At present, Chris and 

Susie are working on other novelty songs to complete their album for everyone to enjoy, young 

and old!  To follow “Not Long to Go” or for more information, song downloads and merchandise, 

go to http://www.earthboundsongs.com. 
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